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Liquid control relays

LCR 
Relay for control of conductive liquids level which allows 
maintaining of the level within preset limits between a 
minimum and a maximum. Allows the use in filling or 
emptying mode.

ELECTROPROBES 
Relay for control of conductive liquids level in deep wells, 
tanks, cisterns , etc. thanks to 3 probes.

The Q-Series electroprobes are available with various 
power supplies and allow you to set the sensitivity 
according to the liquid that must be controlled.

The EV series electroprobes allow you to set the sensitivity 
and also intervention delay and operating mode (filling or 
emptying).

REKA 
Capacitive level controller with high flexibility due to the easy 
installation,  to the small encumbrance and to the possibility to 
be used in different liquids.
Particularly suitable for nautical use.

Alternating relay

Alternating relay designed to allow a balanced 
wear of pumps, compressors and generators 
if two units are installed, one for work and the 
other for reserve.

Possible operations:
- alternation (a motor running and the other at rest)
- contemporary (the second unit starts operating in support of the first)

Available power supplies: 24-48 Vac, 115-230 Vac, 400 Vac

A float inhibits the operation if water is not present while the 
instrument can detect the failure of a pump allowing the activation 
of the other.

VP810600 LCR048 Relay for control of electrically conducting liquids level * 24/48 VAC

VP809800 LCR230 Relay for control of electrically conducting liquids level * 115/230 VAC

VP808000 LCR400 Relay for control of electrically conducting liquids level * 400 VAC

VE552600 ELECTROPROBE Q Relay for conductive liquids with 3 probes 24 VAC

VE551800 ELECTROPROBE Q Relay for conductive liquids with 3 probes 230 VAC

VE553400 ELECTROPROBE Q Relay for conductive liquids with 3 probes 24-115-230-400 VAC

VE550000 ELECTROPROBE EV Relay for conductive liquids with 3 probes 230 VAC

VE548400 REKA  Relay for liquid level control with capacitive sensor 12/24 VDC-AC 

VE549200 REKA Relay for liquid level control with capacitive sensor 230 VAC 
* ESL (VR448300), ES (VR449100) and EAST (VR450900) electrodes are provided separately.

VP813000 MCR048 Control relay alternating motors 24/48 VAC

VP812200 MCR230 Control relay alternating motors 115/230 VAC

VP811400 MCR400 Control relay alternating motors 400 VAC

VE555900 SEQUENCER Relay control for pump reverse 24 VAC

VE554200 SEQUENCER Relay control for pump reverse 115/230 VAC



ATEX versions for 
use in atmospheres 
potentially explosive.

Immersed tilting level switch with 
heavy body and free of any irregularity 
suitable for use in sewage water and in 
industrial waste water.

Filling or emptying 
function thanks to 
the cable 3x1.

Main features:

✔   ENEC approval capacity: 10(3)A / 250Vac
✔   Switching angle: ± 45°
✔   Resistance to pressure: 2 bar
✔   Protection degree: IP68
✔   Operating temperature: 0 ÷ 50°C

The body is made with a double 
airtight chamber and with 
polypropylene sealing to ensure perfect 
sealing capacity against infiltrations.
The important size and the high 
switching angle make it particularly 
ideal for turbulent water.

MAC5
Switches for dark water

Immersed tilting level switch particularly 
suitable for use in lifting stations and sewage 
water emptying systems.

The small size and reduced switching angle enable use in 
narrow wells.

Filling or emptying 
function thanks to 
the cable 3x1.

Main features:

✔   ENEC approval capacity: 10(3)A / 250Vac
✔   Switching angle: ± 10°
✔   Resistance to pressure: 2 bar
✔   Protection degree: IP68
✔   Operating temperature: 0 ÷ 50°C

The body free of any irregularity is made with a double airtight 
chamber and with polypropylene sealing to ensure perfect sealing 
capacity against infiltrations.

e-FLY
Switches for dark water

Neoprene cable H07RN-F 3x1mm2

VE515300 MAC5 Cable lenght    5 meters (1)

VE516100 MAC5 Cable length 10 meters (2)

VE517900 MAC5 Cable lenght 20 meters (3)

PVC cable H05VV-F 3x1mm2

VE518700 MAC5 Cable lenght    5 meters (4)

VE519500 MAC5 Cable length 10 meters (5)

VE520300 MAC5 Cable lenght 20 meters (6)

The equivalent versions with ATEX certification are: 1) VE521100, (2) VE522900, (3) VE523700, (4) VE524500, (5) VE525200, (6) VE526000

PVC cable H05VV-F 3x1mm2

VE530200 e-FLY Cable lenght    5 meters

VE531000 e-FLY Cable length 10 meters

VE532800 e-FLY Cable length 20 meters

Neoprene cable H07RN-F 3x1mm2

VE527800 e-FLY Cable lenght    5 meters

VE528600 e-FLY Cable length 10 meters

VE529400 e-FLY Cable length 20 meters



Float level switch with counterweight for clear 
water and tanks.

Filling or emptying 
function thanks to 
the cable 3x1.

Main features:

✔   ENEC approval capacity: 10(8)A / 250Vac
✔   Resistance to pressure: 1 bar
✔   Protection degree: IP68
✔   Operating temperature: 0 ÷ 50°C

Allows electrical equipment (pumps, solenoid valves, alarms, gate 
valves) when a prefixed level has been reached.

KEY
Switches for clear water

Float level switch with counterweight for 
clear water and tanks with a double airtight 
chamber body to ensure the maximum 
reliability.

The heavy body guarantees greater stability, allowing the use 
for turbulent water and slightly cloudy.

Filling or emptying 
function thanks to 
the cable 3x1.

Main features:

✔   ENEC approval capacity: 10(4)A / 250Vac
✔   Resistance to pressure: 1 bar
✔   Protection degree: IP68
✔   Operating temperature: 0 ÷ 50°C

Allows electrical equipment (pumps, solenoid valves, alarms, gate 
valves) when a prefixed level has been reached.

MAC3
Switches for clear water

Neoprene cable H07RN-F 3x1mm2

VE533600 KEY Cable lenght    3 meters

VE534400 KEY Cable lenght    5 meters

VE535100 KEY Cable length 10 meters

PVC cable H05VV-F 3x1mm2

VE536900 KEY Cable lenght    3 meters

VE537700 KEY Cable lenght    5 meters

VE538500 KEY Cable length 10 meters

VE539300 KEY Cable length 15 meters

VE540100 KEY Cable length 20 meters

PVC cable H05VV-F 3x1mm2

VE544300 MAC3 Cable lenght    3 meters

VE545000 MAC3 Cable lenght    5 meters

VE546800 MAC3 Cable length 10 meters

VE547600 MAC3 Cable length 15 meters

Neoprene cable H07RN-F 3x1mm2

VE541900 MAC3 Cable lenght    3 meters

VE542700 MAC3 Cable lenght    5 meters

VE543500 MAC3 Cable length 10 meters
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The choice and the proper use of the switches
for clear water and dark water

Switches for level control can be used in many situations: activation of drainage  pumps, filling of  
cisterns or storage tanks, dry running protection are just a few examples of applications where 
can be used.

All instruments are equipped with 3 x 1 cable that allows you to choose between filling or 
emptying function and they are available with PVC or neoprene cable which offers more 
resistance by maintaining its characteristics over time.

The range of Vemer switches for liquids control covers the most varied requirements, with 
products for clear water or dark water, for turbulent water or quiet water and for potentially 
explosive environments (with ATEX certification).
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